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I am currently a dedicated Accounts Payable Technician with 14 years of experience 
in the Accounting field. I am seeking the position of Finance &amp; Accounting 
Specialist, in hopes of learning and gaining more knowledge in this field. I am a hard 
worker and dedicated team player. I believe in doing a job well the first time and am 
always willing to go the extra mile to ensure that the companys goals and objectives 
are met.

EXPERIENCE

Accounts Payable Technician (Sales)
Officemax - 2010 – PRESENT

 Receiving, processing, verifying and reconciling invoices. Ensuring 
discount opportunities were taken on bi-weekly payments to vendors;
reviewing monthly statements and corresponding with vendors. 
Reviewing weekly reports and processed data entry invoices into sap.

 Saving OfficeMax $200 and strengthened a vendor relationship by 
researching a purchase order, identifying a discrepancy and 
correcting the purchase order to match the invoice.

 Resolving un-posted invoice for a vendor by determining the 
merchandise was not posted in our system, obtaining proof of 
deliveries, packing slips and submitted paperwork for manual entry.

 Reducing my Monday report by 93%. Discovered vendor invoices 
were mismatched to purchase order lines. Brainstormed with the 
vendor and upper management and determined there was a change 
in the electronic data interchange system and vendor made 
corrections to match.

 Strengthening and solidifying the working relationship with a key 
vendor by answering an email within 48 hours regarding a discount 
taken outside of terms.

 Researching and analyzing the problem, determined discount should 
not have been taken and submitted paperwork to pay back discount.

 Received 31 awards during an extensive solid work record for 
OfficeMax.

Accounts Payable Technician 
Officemax - 2004 – 2010

 Create bi-weekly check runs for outsourced payments, created check 
registers and communicated with the bank when payments needed to
be stopped.

 Printed nightly manual checks, matched check requests to manual 
checks, voided checks, researched returned checks, processed 
manual, emergency and overnight checks.

 Met company and government deadlines by generating over 1500 
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1099s by creating and running a query, printing and verifying the 
forms were printed correctly and confirming they were postmarked by
the due date.

 Ensured that a retail store did not fall into default by immediately 
running check proposal creation and printing programs and taking the
initiative to personally deliver the check for overnight delivery, thus 
winning the sense of urgency award.

 Saved the company time and money by reducing average daily 
checks issued by 75% by logging and researching the need and 
developing and implementing new processing standards.

 Received a thank you email from the legal department by producing 
check copy documents for a legal negotiation. Ensuring this request 
was high priority and protecting the companys integrity.

 This is Dummy Description data, Replace with job description relevant
to your current role. In case if you dont need it you can delete it.

EDUCATION

 Associate Of Science in Accounting - (Illinois Valley Community College 
Olgesby  - Valley, Illinois, US )

SKILLS

Microsoft Office Professional Suite, Quickbooks &amp; Customer Relations 
Management Software Knowledge, Great Customer Service, Leadership  And Team 
Oriented, Front Office Operations
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